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Suzuki Splash debuted in Indonesia in 2010. With a smaller body than his brother, the Suzuki Swift, the car performed boldly in the Mini Multi Purpose Vehicle (MPV) category. The capacity of a seat that can accommodate 5 people at the same time will feel suitable for the needs of small families and young couples. How much does the last Suzuki Splash cost? The look of the
latest Suzuki Splash looks stylish and sporty1. SUZUKI SPLASH PRICE LIST Unfortunately, this Suzuki Splash product has stopped production since 2016. Despite this, pt. Suzuki Indomobil Sales (SIS) claims that this car is still quite a fan because of its unique design that combines the concept of MPV and City Car. For those of you who are interested in this stylish car, you can
only enjoy the Suzuki Splash out in the used category only. So you don't bother looking for a price list Cintamobil.com attached list of used Suzuki Splash prices that are still in circulation today. Type of car used Suzuki Splash Price (2016)Suzuki Splash GL M/TIDR. 116.000.000 Susuki splash GL A/TIDR. Click here to see the various used and quality prices of the Suzuki Splash
so you don't wonder about the design of this City Car car, here Cintamobil.com attach a video of the suzuki splash. I'd love to listen, mate. Click here to see the full reviews and details of other interesting Hatchback2 cars. SUZUKI SPLASH EXTERIOR As mentioned at the beginning, the exterior design of the Suzuki Splash looks completely unique, taking two concepts at once in
one body, including MPV and City Car. In addition to making it look stylish, this design is also able to attract the attention of many fans. This can be seen in its body length, which is 3715 mm and 1680 mm wide, so it looks smaller than other cars in its class. On the front of the fascia, the car looks pretty sporty with a front grille design called medium ventilation cavities wrapped in
solid black. The front side looks beautiful through the presence of a combination of fog lamp and head lamps.Suzuki Splash in front view looks sporty with the firm Front Grille designThe side also looks attractive with aerodynamic scratches that extend from back to front. The rear-view mirror is also no less attractive, carrying a stylish concept that combines the basic color of the
body with the black color. Although, if it offends the steering wheel, it seems that the Suzuki Splash still uses the standard wheel can. Unfortunately, sports wheels were not featured in this Suzuki Splash product. Suzuki Splash's side-view looks stylish, playing a mixture of body base color and black as it switches to the rear body, Suzuki Splash looks with rear spoiler features that
can demonstrate the taste of the taste in this city car. Not only that, Suzuki splash taillights look stylish with larger sizes that integrate sein lamps and stop lights. The Suzuki Pride logo is also placed on its center, so its identity is easily recognized by the public. The Suzuki Splash rear view looks sporty with a rear spoiler zgt; click here to see a review of all Suzuki3 products.
INTERIOR SUZUKI SPLASHSepintas enters the cabin space, it seems that the interior design of the Suzuki Splash looks mediocre and has no luxurious features. In the aspect of the audio panel, for example, Suzuki Splash cars still use a standard display and have failed to operate videos or movies. Even so, entertainment features such as music and AM/FM radio still seem
capable of entertaining all passengers in their cabin space. The air conditioning function (AC) was attached to the cabin space with a total of 4 pieces installed on either side of the dashboard panel and two air conditioning units in the center. Of course, thanks to this feature, passengers can still feel the comfort of driving. The internal Suzuki Splash display relies on the standard
features of the audio panel and ACEricing on the steering wheel, the suzuki splash looks higher with the concept of an audio steering wheel that is able to provide a musical location function in practical terms. This feature will be able to activate by pressing a button on the left side of the steering wheel. As for informational problems, Suzuki Splash trusts only one panel like sports
cars. Moreover, the design also carries a circular concept in a direction that is able to display the remaining information about fuel, speed and mileage. The steering wheel Suzuki Splash uses the concept of audio steering wheel, so you can ride with a practical feel Although, if you refer to problems with seats, the suzuki splash capacity is capable of carrying 5 people at a time,
including riders. The material used is quite convenient for portable quality material from fabric. Not only that, Suzuki Splash seats can also be folded so that the capacity of the luggage space can increase. Of course, for those of you who have solid-up, this car will feel right for you. Overall, the suzuki splash price is affordable, looks balanced with all the features presented in the
cabin space. Suzuki Splash seats look quite comfortable with the quality of leather materials and seat folding features click here to find more information about the Suzuki Splash 2017 car 4 itself. SUZUKI SPLASH FEATURES Talk about suzuki splash features, it looks pretty tough with the presence of an overall effective strength structure (TESS) body frame that is able to
improve the safety level of this car. Meanwhile, for the brake Suzuki Splash comes with a combination of Antiblock Antiblock Technology System (ABS) and Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) so you can feel the feeling of braking, which is not only reliable but also accurate. Not forgetting, Suzuki provides this product with Immobilizer and alarm system class technology that
has a function to minimize theft. Equipped with these features, it is guaranteed that you can drive safely and comfortably during your journey. Suzuki Splash has abs braking and EBD5. The Suzuki SPLASH ENGINE appears to be an affordable Suzuki Splash price, balanced with engine power. The Suzuki Splash engine uses the K12M in a cylinder in combination with 16 valves
with DOHC technology. The K12M number indicates a cylinder capacity of 1197 cm and is capable of reaching a maximum power of 6000 rpm. Not only that, all of these specifications work with manual acceleration of the 5-level transmission system. As for fuel problems, this car looks pretty effective with injection technology. The Suzuki Splash engine looks pretty powerful with a
1.197 cc6 cylinder. SPECIFICATIONS SUZUKI SPLASH SPECIFICATIONS SUZUKI SPLASHDIMENENCELong x Width x Height3,715 mm x 1680 mm x 1618 mm Wheelbase2,360 mm Ground clearance 170 mmRadius rotates a minimum of 4.7 MMESINMachin TypeK12M 4 Cylinder In-Line 16 VALVE DOHC Cylinder Capacity1,197 cm Maximum power 6.197 cm.000
RpmTorsi4 .500 Rpm Transmission System5 Level Acceleration Manual Control Front SuspensionConferon Strut - SpringSuspspense RearTorsion Beam - Coil SpringRem FrontVentilated DiscRem RearRemrumRack Steering System - Pinion with Electronic Steering (EPS)Tire Size185/60 R15 FUEL Fuel Its stylish and unique design is also capable of winning a lot of eyes when
promoting in urban areas. The comfort aspect through the presence of an audio steering wheel steering wheel will add a practical and modern feel to the rider. Of course, this is one of the features featured in the cabin space. As for the problem of the total capacity of seats that can accommodate 5 people at a time, Will feel fit for young couples and young kaula loaded with dense
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